Sale valid from OCT. 19 - 31 | Sale limited to stock on hand. No rain checks or special orders.

**Authentic Chinese Watercolor**
Set 12 tubes  
MSRP $9.95  Retail $7.15

**Sakura Pocket Set**
Koi Watercolor Kit  
36 Color Count  
MSRP $10.89  Retail $8.05

**Alphacolor Char-Kole**
12 sticks  
MSRP $7.95  Retail $5.35

**Visual Journal Watercolor Pad**
9x12 140lb.  
MSRP $12.99  Retail $9.95

**Watercolor Paper Pad**
300 Series 9x12  
MSRP $10.89  Retail $6.25

**Drawing Board**
Metal Edge  
18”x33”  
MSRP $18.99  Retail $28.00

**Prismacolor**
Cool Grey Chisel/Fine  
12 Count  
MSRP $17.70  Retail $41.60

**Turpenoid Natral**
Assorted  
MSRP $8.55-$14.85  Retail $7.15

**Disposible Face Mask**
10 Count  
Retail $4.20

**Purell Hand Sanitizing Wipes**
40 Ct.  
Retail $4.20

**FOTE Hand Sanitizer Spray**
5.5 oz Unscented  
Retail $2.95

**Speaker U**
 ASSORTED  
Retail $35.00  Starting at $24.50

**Amazon Echo SMRT Speaker**
Retail $104.95  Starting at $89.20

**POWERCUBE**
Blue, Red  
MSRP $15.95  Retail $11.15

**Happy Plugs Wireless Headphones**
Assorted  
Retail $49.95  Starting at $29.95

**Speaker Onhand Sport**
Assorted Colors  
Retail $29.95  Starting at $20.95

**Powerbank**
20,000 mAh  
Retail $79.95  Starting at $55.95

**Phone Pop Superhero**
Assorted  
Retail $9.00

**Phone Pop**
Superhero  
Assorted  
Retail $15.00  Starting at $9.00

**UA Stripe Skybox Polo**
White or Green  
Retail $67.95  Starting at $47.55

**UA Waffle Textured UH Seal Shirt**
Retail $31.45

**Unisex Rainbow Warrior Rainbow Colors Pride Shirt**
Retail $20.95

**UA Waffle Textured UH Seal Shirt**
Retail $44.95

**Tempercraft UH Seal Logo Pint**
Retail $19.60